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How can I faithfully replace a faulty 3-way switch?

First you have to know which circuit breaker manages those 
switches, or, if the system has stopped working in the “can’t 
turn it off ” position, then you can flip breakers until the light 
is out and the switches are disabled/safe.  If you have modern 
wiring, the color coding on the newer switch is sufficient to 
help. However, if the original switch is connected to identical 
knob-and-tube wires, notice which two of the three connect-
ed wires are paired together on the older switch from either 
above, or below, and reconnect those two to the brass termi-
nal screws of the newer switch, and the other solitary wire to 
the black terminal. When you reenergize the circuit breaker, 
you should have perfection! (In this case, please ignore the 
green screw terminal!!)
 At the worst, you will have to interchange the wire on the 
black screw with either of the other wires, for your perfection. 
Be careful to turn off the circuit each time before attempting 
to modify something.
 You  may also not be aware that replacement push-but-
ton switches are still available, to be installed alongside oth-
er beautiful functional stairwell/hallway existing switches, 
keeping the period style.

Ask the Experts (Lee Garner)

UCHS Fall Fundraiser In Review
 On October 16th University City residents and friends gath-
ered at the Restaurant School at Walnut Hill College for UCHS’s 
fall fundraising dinner, “Before We Were University City.”  The 
night’s theme took attendees back to 1860, the year Samuel Sloan 
built the Allison Mansion, which now houses the Restaurant 
School, and time when the development of West Philadelphia was 

only just beginning.  The 
Restaurant School’s staff 
and students presented 
foods commonly enjoyed 
in Philadelphia in the 19th 
century.  Guests feasted on 
goose, pickled vegetables, 
and apple cake among oth-
er delicious dishes.  Local 
historians Ellis Mumford-
Russell and Lizzie Hes-
smiller also presented a 
history of the neighbor-
hood before it was known 
as University City.  Tracing 
the path of Native Ameri-
cans, Swedes, American 
revolutionaries, and Phila-
delphia elite, Mses. Mum-
ford-Russell and Hessmill-
er encouraged attendees 
to look closely to find the 
legacy of these groups 
in the built environment 
and see how the past cre-
ated the University City of 
today.  All proceeds from 
the event contribute to the 
on-going efforts of UCHS 
to preserve and promote 

the history of University City.  Keep and eye out for UCHS’s next 
fundraising dinner, The Roaring Twenties in University City, set to 
occur next spring. 

September Dollar Stroll Wrap-up 
 Baltimore Avenue was crowded to the point of overflowing with 
happy strollers eager to purchase fabulous edibles and tasty beverages 
from the many restaurant owners who participated in the September 
12th Baltimore Avenue Dollar Stroll.  Perhaps it was pent up demand 
from the June Dollar Stroll rainout, or positive word of mouth, the 
lines for certain vendors stretched for the length of a block.
 Then the rains came.
 But there was still enough revelry and neighborhood pride in the 
abbreviated Dollar Stroll for it to be deemed successful.  Hope to see 
you at next year’s Baltimore Avenue Dollar Stroll and be sure to check 
out the UCHS table near 48th and Baltimore.

Lizzie Hessmiller.  Photo by Melani Lamond

The Baltimore Avenue Dollar Stroll, attracting heavy crowds and a bevy of local businesses. 
Photos by Joseph Minardi.

Ellis Mumford-Russell.  Photo by Melani Lamond

New Book Set At The Woodlands 
 Elizabeth Gilbert, author of the bestselling memoir Eat, Pray, 
Love, is releasing a new book titled The Signature of all Things, 
which is set at the Woodlands.  Gilbert has renamed the Wood-
lands as “White Acre”, where the fictional Whittaker family reside 
and the story’s narrative unfold.  Gilbert hopes to partner with the 
Woodlands for a future fundraiser, with an event (a tea and a tour) 
inspired from Signature.  Look for an article about the renewed 
partnership between the UCHS and the Woodlands in the next 
issue of On The West Side.
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Near the western end of Cedar Park is lovely Walton Avenue, seen here in an early view from around 1908, when the block was new.  The 
houses on this street, like many other in the vicinity, were twin homes, designed in three distinct styles to break up the monotony.

          Featured Historic House
                             4804 Springfield Avenue
 4804 Springfield Avenue was built in 1892 and has had a remarkably long continuity of ownerships, going back over 86 years, a 
rare feat in this day and age.  The Burrow sisters had lived here from 1927 to 1975.  During the Burrow sisters’ ownership, the house, 
like many other large residences in West Philadelphia, went subdivided into a multi-family dwelling.  Unlike so many, however, the 
Burrows did not carve out separate entrances, leaving the original floor plan intact.  From 1975 to the present, the home has been in 
the charge of the Coghlan family, who have undertaken a 38-year (and counting) restoration project.

       “We belong to the let’s-do-a-room-at-a-time school of renovation.  Over 
the years we’ve had great relationships with a group of outstanding crafts-
men -Garth Gill on the plumbing, Louis Tannen on all things involving 
wood, Bill Brinkman on the roof, Connor Kelly on masonry, Paul Young on 
wood refinishing.  When it came to making design decisions we’ve relied on 
the Boston family- Rod, Sr., Rod, Jr., Rod’s sons, and Mimi Boston Johnson 
who have creatively brought us and the house into the twenty-first century.
 According to the Coghlans, the biggest and most recent of the renova-
tions involved the kitchen.  “For 37 years we lived with a small albeit efficient 
kitchen with a separate, formal dining room.  We raised our family in that 
space and found it difficult to think about changes where we made so many 
memories.  However, the flow was horrible and the space too confining so 
we bit the bullet last summer and began our planning for our new, now eat-
in kitchen.  We love our kitchen!”  
 The University City Historical Society would like to thank the 
Coghlans for allowing their house to part of the 2013 Renovations 
and Restorations Tour.

Leon Crane Featured in New Book
 Brian Murphy is a journalist/author working on a book about 
World War II pilot, Lt. Leon Crane, who survived 80 days alone in the 
Alaskan Yukon winter in 1943-1944 after the crash of his B-24 bomber.  
Crane grew up at 5464 Baltimore Avenue and was a 1937 graduate of 
West Philadelphia High School.  Mr. Murphy would be very interested 
in making contact with anyone who can help describe West Philadel-
phia life during the 1930s.  Anyone who recalls Crane or his family 
would be a huge bonus.  He can be reached at bfmdubai@gmail.com.
 There will be more about Mr. Murphy’s book about Leon Crane in 
the next issue of On The West Side.

 YHelp the UCHS 
 Go GreenZ

Opt for the pdf only version of the 
UCHS Newsletter and help us save 

paper.  It’s the environmentally 
friendly thing to do.

Email the UCHS and say 
“I want to go paperless”!

info@uchs.net

 

Photo by Joseph MinardiCollection of the editor

University City: Then & Now R Walton Avenue, West of 50thR

c. 1908 2013

4804 Springfield Avenue, on right, is half of a twin house built in 1892.  
Photo by Joseph Minardi.
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Late Victorian Dining Rooms { A West Philadelphia Perspective
 During the late-Victorian era, the dining room was of great social importance.  The Victorian homeowner, particularly of a Queen 
Anne house, made sure that their dining rooms were lavishly appointed with the finest furnishings, china, and other accouterments.  
Sumptuous dinner parties and soirees were de rigueur for upwardly mobile Victori-
ans, and no expense was spared when it came to impressing one’s colleagues.  
 In order to keep up with this extravagant lifestyle, the late-Victorian housewife need-
ed extra hands.  Typically, the helpers were live-in maids, young women not long over 
from Auld Sod.  Servants usually lived in the attic of the house and were kept out of sight 
unless they actually participated in dinner service.  Access to the kitchen was through 
secluded and narrow stairways.  The arrangements between employee and hired help was 
temporary, as the typical live-in helper would leave for a better paying job, or “a sudden 
marriage with some dumb suitor just as invitations had been sent for an important din-
ner,” according to The Mauve Decade: American Life at the End of the Nineteenth Century.  
Imagine the histrionic pique of the Victorian lady of the house about servant trouble being 
“such a mean tragedy in so many woman’s lives.”  The lack of servants required buffets, 
family-style service, and smaller parties.  Quelle domage!
 Ideas for decorating and lavish party planning was provided by writers such 
as Clarence Cook, a New York City bachelor and one of the era’s leading taste-
makers.  Cook himself was influenced by another prominent trendsetter of the 
day, Englishman Charles Eastlake and his 1868 book Hints on Household Taste.  
Popular and influential periodicals of the day were Godey’s Ladies Book (pub-
lished in Philadelphia from 1830 to 1898 until it was absorbed by The Puritan), 
Scribner’s Monthly, Harper’s Monthly, and Ladies’ Home Journal.
 During the late-Victorian period West Philadelphia was a burgeoning suburb 
for the up-and-coming bourgeoisie.  Indeed, it was an early example of a commuter 
suburb, with streetcars whisking the new suburbanites back and forth from their 
semi-detached and single homes to their offices in “the city.”  Railroad suburbs also 
began to appear in Southwest and far western Philadelphia.  Many fine examples of 
late-Victorian dining rooms can be found in these neighborhoods.
 As odd as it might sound today, the dining room of the late-nineteenth cen-
tury was gender specific, this is, it was to be masculine.  This simplistic sexism 
was an overreaction to the feminism and women’s suffrage issues of the day.  The simple formula was to hand over the parlor to 
the wife and reserve the dining room for the husband.  Parlors were associated with the female-dominated boudoirs and salons of 
the eighteenth century France and England.  Male superiority in the dining room was much older.  After filling up on dinner, the 
Victorian husband would likely light up a “Cinco” at the table before taking in the evening air on the front porch.  Clarence Cook, 
writing for an exclusively audience, disapproved of this old sexist Victorian paradigm:
 “We were taught that dining-rooms ought to be fitted out with dark hangings and furniture, dark paper, dark stuffs, and the rest.  They eat up 
a ruinous quantity of light, and the principal meal of the day is almost always nowadays served at a time when we must employ artificial light.”
 -House Beautiful, 1877
  There are seemingly countless ways to furnish a 

Queen Anne dining room, mainly because the style was 
so open to interpretation.  As for chairs, anything would 
be proper except cold contemporary, frank modern, or 
High Victorian Baroque and subsequent “Phooey-Louis”.  
Colonial Revival, which begins with the Queen Anne, es-
pecially in the Philadelphia tradition of blending the two, 
is proper.  It doesn’t matter wether it’s good or bad since 
the Victorians didn’t seem to know the difference anyway.  
The same is true of other neoclassical styles such as Louis 
XVI, Hepplewhite, Sheraton, or vernacular Windsor.

  Another “must-have” piece of furniture for the late-
Victorian dining room (aside from the table and chairs) 
is the sideboard or buffet.  A sideboard is the only piece 
of Victorian furniture that is still priced close to its util-
ity value, although superior pieces in excellent condition 
command a premium price.  If one is not available, a chest 
of drawers just might do the trick for storage and serving.  
A tea cart or shelves on wheels would also be helpful.

Dining room of the Gables Bed & Breakfast, Spruce Hill, 
built in 1889 and designed by prominent late-Victorian 
architect, Willis G. Hale.  The Victorians had a love/hate 
affair with extension dining tables (loved the convenience, 
hated the look).  The runner on the table would have been 
replaced by a pure white table cloth for a proper dinner 
service.  Photo by Joseph Minardi.

Dining room of the Benjamin P. Obdyke House, Overbrook Farms, West Philadelphia.  
This sumptuously appointed mansion was designed by Philadelphia-born architect 
Chester Kirk in 1894.  The triple bay window and soft color add lightness to the room.  
The simple corner cupboard is made of quartersawn oak and beveled glass.  The fire-
place features linenfold carvings and Ionic columns.  Photo by Joseph Minardi.
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                Did you know?
 On March 4, 1907 the Market Street Elevated Railway (the 
“El”) was officially opened to the public, helping to convert much of 
West Philadelphia in a booming residential community.

Interior view of an early Market Street Elevated Railway car, 1908.  Courtesy of the 
University of Pennsylvania Archives.

      www UCHS Valentine Tea & 
             Awards Presentation 2014 www

 The UCHS will be presenting another slate of awards next 
February 16, 2014 from 4:00 to 6:00 at the Castle, 48th and 
Springfield.  As with our past Awards Teas, there will be a wide 
array of sweets, pastries, and petite sandwiches.  And as per usu-
al, the UCHS will be handing out a number of awards to worthy 
neighbors who have done their part to beautify and improve their 
homes and surroundings.  Please contact the UCHS to inform us 
of anyone you know who has performed a superior restoration or 
renovation job during the previous year for our Gift to the Streets 
Award, Outstanding Preservation Award, or Preservation Initia-
tive Award.   And feel free to nominate yourself.
 Look for updates on the 2014 Valentine Tea and Awards Tea 
in the next issue of On The West Side.
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 Profiles in Architecture
              Horace Trumbauer 
Horace Trumbauer (1868–1938): The self–taught Horace Trumbauer 
began his prestigious career by working for G.W. and W.D. Hewitt (fl. 
1878–1907) before opening his own office in 1890. Early commissions for 

him came in the form of suburban residential de-
velopments in Philadelphia and the suburbs. His 
later work would range from modest to monu-
mental. Trumbauer would also draw from a wide 
range of styles, from French to Georgian Revival, 
for his projects.  Trumbauer is also notable for 
giving Julian Francis Abele (1881–1950), the first 
African–American graduate from the University 
of Pennsylvania’s School of Architecture, a distin-
guished position in his office.  Trumbauer’s more 
recognizable works are the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art, the Free Library on Logan Square, and the 

Philadelphia Racquet Club.  His works in University City were relatively 
modest compared to these imposing structures.  His 1938 funeral was at-
tended by many of his peers in the architectural field.
 Some of Horace Trumbauer’s more recognizable commissions 
in West Philadelphia include the Eisenlohr Residence at 42nd and Pine 
Street (1904), the Hamilton Trust Company Bank at 40th and Walnut 
(1906), and the Irvine Auditorium at 3401 Spruce Street (1927).

LIke the UCHS on Facebook!
        https://www.facebook.com/UCityHistoricalSociety

Horace Trumbauer
      (1868-1938)

The University City Historical Society is happy to an-
nounce our new Facebook page and we would like you to 
send us articles, photos, etc. for us to share with our 
fan base.  We can’t wait to hear from you!


